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1821 as the type species
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Abstract. The purpose of this application is to conserve the name Helicarion Ferussac,

1821 for an Australian genus of semislugs (terrestrial pulmonates). The name first

appeared (about three months earlier) as Helixarion but this spelling was altered by the

author. It is proposed to rule that Helicarion is the correct original spelling, and to

designate Helixarion cuvieri Ferussac, 1821 as the type species, in accordance with

accustomed understanding and usage.

1. The Tableaux systematiques des animaux mollusques suivis d'un Prodrome

general... (often referred to as the Prodrome) was a companion work to the Histoire

naturelle, general et particuliere des mollusques terrestres et fluviatiles. The Prodrome

was issued in instalments (livraisons) of a few pages with livraisons 9-16 of the

Histoire naturelle... over the years 1821-1822. Both works were begun by J.B.L. d'A.

de Ferussac and subsequently edited and pubHshed by his son (A. E.J. P.J. F. d'A. de

Ferussac) following his death. The Prodrome was published in two versions, large and

small, termed 'folio' and 'quarto' by Kennard (1942, p. 12), the folio being on superior

paper. Connolly (1912, p. 53) thought that the two editions appeared at different

times but they were apparently published simultaneously (Kennard, 1942, p. 106).

The Prodrome contained two parts: Part 1, Tableaux systematiques generaux de

I'embranchement des mollusques, divises en families naturelles, and Part 2, Tableaux

particuliers des mollusques terrestres et fluviatiles. classe des gasteropodes: Tableau

de la famille des Limaces (pp. 1-27), Limagons (pp. 1-94 folio, pp. 1-90 quarto,

which included 'Corrections et Additions' on pp. 71-76 folio, pp. 67-72 quarto), and

Auricules (pp. 95-1 14 folio, pp. 91-1 10 quarto). The text on each page of the foho and

quarto editions is the same. However, the folio contains a four-page 'Avertissement' at

the beginning of the Tableau de la famille des limagons which causes the subsequent

pagination to differ in the two versions. The contents of each livraison and the dates of

publication have been set out by Sherborn & Woodward (1901, pp. 74—76; text only)

and Kennard (1942, pp. 12-17, 105-118; text and plates). The livraison contents given

by Bourguignat (1925, pp. 15-18) are accurate but the pubUcation dates are misleading

(Kennard, 1942, p. 13). Part 2 of the Prodrome (1821) appeared before Part 1 (1822).

2. The generic name Helixarion first appeared in the Prodrome, Tableau de la famille

des limagons (p. 23 folio, p. 19 quarto), published in Uvraison 9 on 6 April 1821

(Sherborn &Woodward, 1901, p. 75; Kennard, 1942,p. 109). Bourguignat (1925, p. 16)
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gave the date 1820 for livraison 9 but this is thought to be incorrect (Kennard, 1942,

p. 106). The name Helixarion also appears in the 'Explanation des planches' (p. vi) in

the His Wire naturelle..., also published in livraison 9. The generic name appears seven

times in livraison 9 with the spelling Helixarion (Kennard, 1942, p. 1 16).

3. Ferussac regarded the original spelling of the generic name as incorrect and

amended it in his section 'Corrections et Additions' of the Prodrome, Tableau de la

famille des limagons (p. 71 folio, p. 67 quarto): 'p. 23 [folio, p. 19 quarto] Tableau

synoptique, premier genre: Helixarion; lisez HeHear ion . The 'Corrections et Additions'

were pubHshed in Hvraison 11 on 13 July 1821 (Sherborn & Woodward, 1901, p. 75;

Kennard, 1942, p. 109). Ferussac always subsequently used the spelling Helicarion. It

appears, for example, in his 'Recapitulation des especes mentionnees dans le Tableau

de la famille des limagons' (p. 75 folio, p. 71 quarto), also pubHshed in livraison 11,

and the Prodrome, Part 1 {Tableaux systematiques generaux de I'embranchement des

mollusques..., p. xxxi), pubHshed in livraison 15 on 13 April 1822 (Kennard, 1942,

p. 110). Subsequent usage has been overwhelmingly in favour of Helicarion even

when, before the dating of Ferussac's work had been investigated, it was believed that

the spelling Helixarion dated from 1819. Ferussac's correction of the spelling was

mentioned by Watson (1920, p. 1 10, footnote), Iredale (1937, p.7), Baker (1941, p. 265)

and Burch (1976, p. 145), all of whomadopted Helicarion. Iredale noted that Helicarion

had been 'spelt Helixarion, but corrected in Errata'. Watson wrote: 'On pp. 19 and 20

(or 23 and 24) of Ferussac's Tabl... Fam. des limagons, 1821 the word is misspelt

Helixarion; but on p. 67 (or 71) of the same work Ferussac himself corrected this

blunder, and it would seem a pity to ignore his correction'. Baker also noted: 'Although

Helixarion is certainly the prior spelling, Ferussac himself corrected it to Helicarion and

the original form may have been a misprint, even if it does occur in two papers, both of

which probably appeared with livraison 9'. Kennard (1942, p. 116) also mentioned the

emendation but considered it invalid. Other authors who have used Helicarion include

Quoy & Gaimard (1824, p. 465), Gray (1847, p. 169), Fischer (1883, p. 459), Adams &
Adams (1855, p. 226), Tryon (1885, p. 168), Thiele (1931, p. 638), Rensch (1932, pp. 30,

31), Solem (1966, p. 24), Franc in Grasse (1968, p. 581), Van Mol (1973), and Kershaw

( 1 979, 1981). Authors who have used Helixarion are Thon ( 1 829, p. 1 49), Bourguignat

(1883, p. 9), Neuville & Anthony (1909, p. 324) and Zilch (1959, p. 309).

4. Ferussac established the genus Helixarion ( = Helicarion), and the two included

species, cuvieri and freycineti (1821, Prodrome, Tableau de la famille des limagons,

pp. 23, 24 folio, pp. 19, 20 quarto), but did not select a type species. Quoy & Gaimard

(1824, p. 465) further described the species freycineti and commented that it had

'served for the establishment of the genus'. Under Article 69a(iv) of the Code this is a

subsequent designation of freycineti as the type species. Thon (1829, p. 149) followed

this designation and stated that freycineti was the type species because it was the larger

of the two included species. He mentioned cuvieri as a second, smaller species. Gray

(1847, p. 169) selected cuvieri as the type species, apparently unaware of the earlier

designation. Gray's selection was logical in that cuvieri was the first species to be

mentioned, it was adequately described and illustrated from a shell which Ferussac had

in his possession, and would be acceptable to most workers on that basis. Gray stated

(p. 1 30) that where it was not clear which species an author had intended for the type of

a genus, he had 'chosen either the best known species, or, if the author has given figures,

the species which he has figured'. H. cuvieri was illustrated, but not named, on pi. 9,
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fig. 8 of the Histoire naturelle... (livraison 4, 18 September 1819; see Kennard, 1942,

p. 109), the legend for which appeared in Histoire naturelle... 'Explanation des planches'

(p. vi) (livraison 9, 6 April 1821). H. freycineti was figured later on a supplementary

plate {Histoire naturelle..., pi. 9A, figs. 3 and 4, together with H. cuvieri, figs. 1 and 2) in

livraison 13 (10 November 1821; see Kennard, 1942, p. 110), with the explanation

{Histoire naturelle... 'Explanation des planches supplementaires', pp. i, ii) in livraison

17 (2 November 1822; see Kennard, 1942, p. 106). (The generic name here appears as

Helicarion). Kennard (1942, p. 116) was aware of Thon's (1829) citation of freycineti

the type species and commented that the earlier designation meant that Gray's (1847)

designation of cuvieri was invahd.

5. The subfamily helicarioninae in Australia is divisible into two discrete groups,

which can be characterised by features of the ovotestis, epiphallic gland-flagellum,

penial structure and the oviduct (Kershaw, unpublished). The distribution of these

groups may suggest separate migrations from the north. Helicarion cuvieri and

H. freycineti are classified in different genera which cannot be included in the same

group. H. cuvieri is considered to have relatively primitive features and a number of

related species occur scattered within eastern Australia. H. freycineti, on the other

hand, is clearly related to a range of mostly north eastern species placed in several

genera. H. cuvieri has long been recognised as the type species of the genus Helicarion

(see, for example. Zilch, 1959, p. 309 (who used Helixarion) and Burch, 1976, p. 134). In

a revision of the genus, one of us (Kershaw, 1 979, 1981), unaware of Kennard's ( 1 942)

paper, accepted the authority of Zilch with regard to the type species. The generic name
Helicarion is established and well known for south eastern snails. The implications of

the recognition of H. freycineti as its type species would be complex and difficult to

predict but at the least would require the introduction of a new generic name for the

clearly morphologically related group of south eastern species, the exclusion of a

number of well known species from the genus, and a reappraisal of other established

genera. It may be noted that Ferussac (1821, Prodrome, Tableau de la famille des

limagons, p. 24 foHo, p. 20 quarto) wrote that he was not at all acquainted with the shell

of H. freycineti. Kershaw (1979, pp. 150, 155, figs. 1, 16) designated a neotype for

cuvieri and a lectotype for freycineti, and provided detailed descriptions of this type

material; both specimens are in the MuseumNational d'Histoire naturelle, Paris.

6. Both spelhngs of the family name, helicarionidae and helixarionidae, are

in use, the former being that most frequently seen. Authorship of the former name
(published as the sub-family helicarioninae) is usually ascribed to Godwin-Austen

(1883 (October), p. 146), while Bourguignat (1883 (April), p. 9) is cited as author of the

latter name. Recent authors who have adopted the spelling helixarionidae are Kira

(1955, p. 176) and Vaught (1989, p. 96). Recent authors using helicarionidae include

Thiele (1931, p. 637), Baker (1941, p. 208), Zilch (1959, p. 295, even though he used

Helixarion as the generic name), Solem (1966, p. 22; 1978, p. 92), Franc in Grasse (1968,

p. 578), Boss in Parker (1982, p. 1076), and Tillier (1984, p. 174). It would be confusing

to spell the generic and family-group names in different ways.

7. The International Commission on Zoological Nomenclature is accordingly

asked:

( 1 ) to use its plenary powers:

(a) to rule that the correct original speUing of the generic name Helixarion

Ferussac, 1821 (April) is deemed to be Helicarion;
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(b) to set aside all designations of type species for the nominal genus Helicarion

Ferussac, 1821 prior to that by Gray (1847) of Helicarion cuvieri Ferussac,

1821;

(2) to place on the Official List of Generic Names in Zoology the name Helicarion

Ferussac, 1821 (gender: masculine), type species by subsequent designation by

Gray (1847) Helicarion cuvieri Ferussac, 1821, as ruled in (r)(b) above, spelling

confirmed in (1 )(a) above;

(3) to place on the Official List of Specffic Names in Zoology the name cuvieri

Ferussac, 1821, as published in the binomen Helixarion cuvieri (specific name
of the type species of Helicarion Ferussac, 1821);

(4) to place on the Official List of Family-Group Names in Zoology the name
HELICARIONIDAE (correction of HELIXARIONIDAE Bourguignat, 1 883 (April)) (type

genus Helicarion Ferussac, 1821);

(5) to place on the Official Index of Rejected and Invahd Generic Names in Zoology

the name Helixarion Ferussac, 1821, ruled in (l)(a) above to be an incorrect

original spelling of Helicarion;

(6) to place on the Official Index of Rejected and Invalid Family-Group Names in

Zoology the name helixarionidae Bourguignat, 1883, an incorrect original

spelling of helicarionidae. . .
,
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